Assignment
Portraits
Part 4
Time to move on to post-processing. Probably too much to cover in one big bite so I've
divided it into two parts. This part covers initial post-processing in Adobe Camera Raw, and
we'll cover retouching in the next part. I'm really not too sure how this will translate ... I
use Elements and have now added Lightroom so I think I'll just try to put a basic workflow
in place, and then just help people on a case-by-case basis as they try to work through it.
The other issue will be the "concepts" vs the "reality" of post-processing or retouching. I'm
sure that a lot of what I do can be translated into other programs, but unfortunately, I don't
have other programs -- so I might have to rely on others to help out here.
The first issue to deal with when post-processing images is colour accuracy - mostly with
respect to skin tones. Getting that right comes down to getting a correct white balance.
And the vast majority of getting THAT right comes down to having an accurate neutral
reference to start with ("pure grey") ... and for the most part, that means - simply - using a
grey card in a reference shot. Your 'Auto White Balance' is clever – but not that clever!
Already I can hear the howls of protest ... "but they cost money" ... "but I'd then have to
actually organise the purchase of one" ...
... GET OVER IT
The bottom line is that they don't cost a lot of money, and a few clicks online or a trip
down to a camera store isn't hard work ... and the results are worth it ... so just do it!
But ... can't I just use a piece of paper?
No – can't be cheap here.... go buy a grey card! (reason being that papers often have UV
brighteners that convert a portion of UV light into visible light ... and to cut a long story
short, it's better than nothing, but it's not as good as the real thing) (and no ... "better than
nothing" isn't a licence to use paper instead of buying the correct equipment - so if you
haven't got one yet, then stop reading and go do it now!).
Seriously, it is probably the single biggest thing you can do with regards to accurate colour;
be it in a portrait, or even in landscape photography. It's the stuff that sets the foundation
for moving an image from the "good" category to the "great" category. Or put another way,
if you want to create portraiture to a professional standard then you can't afford to have
skin tones that are off (and since you've got this far, why would you want to ruin everything
by messing up the colour?).
So just get a gray card, and then I'll stop bugging you!

Haven't got one yet? ... then read on ...
The next question is invariably "can't I just adjust the colour by eye" -- short answer is "no".
The issue is that our eyes like to play tricks on us - and additionally, many won't be working
with calibrated and profiled monitors ... and the net result will be inaccuracy and
inconsistency. The human eye is very good at being able to tell when the colour is right, but
pretty bad at telling when it's wrong ... so we end up with a situation where it may look OK
- but in reality it can be way out. Then as soon as we see it the way it SHOULD be then we
immediately think "wow - that's a lot better" followed shortly by "I wonder why I couldn't
get it a lot closer to start with!” (followed by "I'll be able to do much better next time",
which just never happens).
So just get a grey card, and then I'll stop bugging you!
Haven't got one yet? ... then read on ...
Others might think that they can cheat and use other sources like white clothing, white
paint etc ... but again ... although it can be better than nothing, it's likely to give
inconsistent results ... and inaccurate results; neither of which we want.
So do yourself a favour and just go buy one!
There are several brands out there but many use a WhiBal card
(http://www.rawworkflow.com/whibal/).
So have you got a gray card now?
Yes? Great! Now we can get on....
OK - so now that I have my grey card, what do I do with it?
Easy. Get your subject to hold it whilst you take a reference shot - or worst case, just get it
in the scene somehow. That was easy wasn't it!
Seriously, that's all there is to it. You don't have to worry about re-shooting it unless the
lighting conditions change.
OK - I have my reference shot - and all the other shots from my portrait session - now what do I do with them all? Thankfully, this bit is pretty easy too; I normally use 1 or 2
variations on the same theme ... In essence it involves opening the image in Adobe Camera
RAW ("ACR") - and using the white balance tool (on the tool bar at the top of the screen),
simply click somewhere on the grey card and INSTANTLY watch the image adjust itself
PERFECTLY. Again, it really is that simple.
Unfortunately ... you probably won't want to print a large framed canvas of your model
holding a gray card - so the next thing is applying the correct white balance to other images
in the series. Thankfully, this too is pretty easy ...

... if it's just a handful of images then simply note down the colour temperature and tint
values - open your "real images" and dial in the same numbers. If you've got dozens or even
hundreds of images they can all be selected in Bridge, or Lightroom, or Aperture - open
them all in ACR - select the reference shot - while balance it - and then click "Select All"
then "Synchronise" and then choose "White Balance" and "hey presto, job done".
Having just covered all that, keep in mind that what we've really done here is set a
consistent starting point - in reality you may often increase the colour temperature (but not
the tint) slightly to warm the skin tones to taste.

